ABSTRACT Location search and recommendation have received significant attention in recent years. To protect the users' privacy, we propose and study a novel privacy-protected route-based spatial-textual location (PPRSTL) query in road networks. Given a set of locations O with the textual description, a query route q with a set of query keywords to describe user's preference, the PPRSTL query finds the location with the highest spatial-textual similarity to the query route q. We believe that such type of query is very useful in many mobile applications such as location recommendation and discovery, and location-based services in general. The problem is challenging due to three reasons: (1) how to model the spatial and textual similarity practically; (2) how to constrain the search space in a comparatively small range in the spatial and textual domains, and; (3) how to protect the users' privacy when returning the query results. To overcome these challenges, we define a boolean spatial-textual measure to evaluate the similarity in the spatial and textual domains, and a two-phase search mechanism to protect users' privacy. We develop two expansion search algorithms that follow the filter-and-refinement paradigm, to compute the queries efficiently. Two pairs of upper and lower bounds are defined to prune the search space effectively. In addition, we adopt an expansion center selection method to further enhance the query efficiency. Finally, we conduct extensive experiments on real and synthetic spatial data sets to verify the performance of the developed algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Path nearest neighbor (PNN) query [12] is a well-defined spatial query in road networks, which retrieves the data objects (e.g., restaurant, shopping mall, petrol station, bank, etc.) that has the minimum detour distance to the query route. This type of query is very useful in many mobile applications, including location recommendation and discovery, and location based services in general. However, in most of practical scenarios, in particular, in modern recommender systems, considering spatial distance as the sole influence factor is insufficient to evaluate the relationship between locations and routes. For example, a user wants to find a petrol station that is spatially close to his/her travel route, but according to the definition of PNN (the spatial object with the minimum detour distance from the query route), the optimal choice may be a restaurant, a bank, or a shopping mall. Or a user wants to find a restaurant with Japanese food, but the closest one is Indian food. Obviously, the returned results cannot satisfy the user's
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To overcome the aforementioned weakness, we propose a novel privacy-protected route-based spatial-textual location (PPRSTL) search approach. Given a set of locations O, a query route q, and a set of query keywords to describe the user's preference, the PPRSTL query finds (1) the location is spatially close to the query route, and (2) the user's requirements can match the textual attributes of the corresponding location. We define a boolean spatial-textual matching function to evaluate the similarity between locations and query route. An example is shown in Figure 1 , where q is a query route, and p 2 and p 6 are two locations in O, where p 2 is an Indian restaurant which supplies ''chill beef,'' and p 6 is a Chinese restaurant which supplies ''sweat seafood.'' If the spatial distance is considered as the sole influence factor for the PPRSTL query, location p 6 is returned because compared to p 2 , p 6 is spatially close to the query route q, i.e., dist(p 6 , q) = dist(p 6 , p 4 ) < dist(p 2 , q) = dist(p 2 , p 5 ). However, if a user prefers Indian chill beef, he/she may consider p 2 as the optimal choice, although p 2 is a little bit far from q. In many scenarios, users may not want others to know their preferences, so we need a data-access mechanism to protect users' privacy. For example, if we terminate the query processing when the result is found (e.g., return the restaurant with Indian food), the server may know what the user wants. To address such issue, we propose a set based data-access approach. The server may return a set of location candidates to the client side that are spatially close the query route. Then, we match the textual attributes of locations to the users' requirements at the client side to find the final results. If the returned sets do not contain the qualified results, we will further extend the search range until the results are found.
In this paper, the PPRSTL query is applied in road networks, because in many practical application scenarios, the users move in road networks, rather than in Euclidean space. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first location recommendation study that takes query route and privacy protection into account. None of existing study can address this problem efficiently.
A straightforward approach to the PPRSTL query is called basic expansion search, which follows the filter-andrefinement paradigm. In the filter phase (conducted at the server side), we conduct network expansion search according to the Dijkstra's algorithm [13] from the two end vertices of the query route q. To protect the users' privacy, we return location candidates in the scanned range to the client side. In the refinement phase (conducted at the client side), we find the results by matching the textual attributes. two pairs of upper and lower bounds are defined to prune the search space effectively. The main weakness of the basic expansion search is that the search space cannot be constrained in a comparable smaller range because of the loose upper and lower bounds. Assume the locations are uniformly distributed, a large search space means a number of location candidates to be processed, thus resulting in a poor performance.
To overcome the weakness of the basic expansion search, we propose an advanced selected expansion search. We extend the existing query source selection methods [24] and select a set of vertices in query route q as expansion centers, which is useful to prune the search space notably.
The upper and lower bounds are updated correspondingly. To protect the users' privacy, we follow the strategy of the basic expansion search, and return the location candidates in the scanned range to the client side. The refinement phase of the advanced selected expansion search is the same as that of the basic expansion search.
To sum up, we make the following contributions in this paper.
• We propose and study a novel and practical problem of privacy-protected route-based spatial-textual location (PPRSTL) search. This study is useful in many real applications, such as location recommendation and discovery, and location based services in general.
• We define a spatial-textual measures to evaluate the relationship between query route and locations, and a two-phase search mechanism to protect users' privacy during query processing.
• We develop a basic expansion search algorithm that follows the filter-and-refinement paradigm with the help of two pairs of upper and lower bounds to process the PPRSTL query.
• We develop a selected expansion search algorithm as well as the query source selection method to compute the PPRSTL query efficiently.
• We conduct extensive experiments on real and synthetic spatial data sets to verify the performance of the developed algorithms. The rest of the paper are organized as follows. Preliminaries, including the definitions of road networks, spatialtextual measures, and problem definition, are introduced in Section II. The basic expansion search and the selected expansion search algorithms are detailed in Sections III and IV, respectively. The experimental study is introduced in Section V, and the related work is discussed in Section VI. This paper is concluded in Section VII.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. ROAD NETWORKS
We model a road network by a connected and undirected graph G(V , E), where V is a set of vertices and E is a set of edges. We assign a weight e.w to each edge e ∈ E to represent its travel distance or travel time. We assume that each location is at a vertex v ∈ V for the clarity of presentation.
Route: A route q of a moving object is a finite set
The definition of road networks and routes follows the setting of existing studies [12] .
B. SPATIAL-TEXTUAL MEASURES
Given a location o and a query route q, the network distance d(o, q) is defined as follows.
where p ∈ q is a vertex with the minimum network distance to o. Generally, to compute the value of d(o, q), we adopt network expansion method from o according to Dijkstra's algorithm [13] . Since Dijkstra's algorithm always selects the vertex with the minimum distance label for expansion, the first scanned vertex in q is just the vertex that has the minimum network distance to o. An example is shown in Figure 2 , where q is a route, and o is a location. We expand the network expansion from o, and p 3 is the first scanned vertex in q. Thus, Based on the network distance between o and q, we define the spatial similarity between o and q as follows.
The value of spatial similarity Sim S (o, q) is within the
Given a set of keywords q.K = {k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k n } to describe user's requirement, and a set of keywords o.K = {k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k m } to describe location o's textual attribute, the textual similarity between user's requirement and location candidate is defined as follows.
The value of temporal similarity Sim T (o, q) is also within the range [0,1]. We adopt linear combination method [20] , [21] , [23] to combine the similarities in the spatial and textual domains, the spatial-textual similarity is defined as follows.
Here, λ is a parameter to adjust the importance of the spatial and temporal domains, and the value of λ is within [0, 1] . Therefore, the value of the spatial-textual similarity Sim ST (o, q) is also within the range [0,1].
The notions used in this paper is introduced in Table 1 . 
C. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Given a set of locations O, a query route q, a set of user's preference keywords q.K , and a spatial-textual similarity threshold τ , the PPRSTL query finds the location o ∈ O with the maximum value of the spatial-textual similarity Sim ST 
III. BASIC EXPANSION SEARCH
The basic expansion search follows the filter-and-refinement paradigm. In the filter phase (at the server side), we explore the spatial networks to find location candidates that are spatially close to the query route q. In the refinement phase (at the client side), we refine the location candidates (returned from the server side) by matching their textual attributes to the user's preference.
A. FILTER PHASE
In the filter phase, expansion search [13] is a conventional method to explore the road networks. In the spatial domain, we use the two end vertices p 1 and p 2 of query route q as expansion centers, and expand the network expansions according to Dijkstra's algorithm [13] . The expansion radius is the network distance from the expansion center to the expansion wavefront (see r 1 and r 2 in Figure 3 ). The expansion speeds of different expansion center are the same (i.e., r 1 = r 2 ). If a location o is fully scanned by the expansions from p 1 and p 2 , e.g., o in Figure 3 , we estimate the lower bound of the network distance d(o, q) according to the triangular inequalities.
Here, v 1 , v 2 , and v 3 are vertices in the spatial network. If v 3 is at the shortest path between v 1 and v 2 
Assume p 3 ∈ q is the vertex that is spatially closest to o,
Notice that the aforementioned lower bound computation follows the basic procedure of path nearest neighbor search [12] . Then, we extend the bound to the scenario that q is not necessary a shortest path.
Suppose d(p 1 , p 3 ) is the network distance from p 1 to p 3 along the query route q (not shortest path), so we have that
For a location out of the scanned range, e.g., o 1 in Figure 3 , we have that sd(o 1 , p 1 ) > r 1 , and sd(o 1 , p 2 ) > r 1 .
By substituting them into Equation 5, we have that
Then, by combining Equations 2 and 6, we get the upper bound of the spatial similarity for all locations in the unscanned regions.
In the textual domain, we estimate the upper bound of the textual similarity as the keywords are fully matched, i.e., o.K ∩ q.K = q.K . Therefore, we have that
By combining Equations 7 and 8 according to Equation 4 , we have that
If the value of Sim ST (o, q).ub is less than threshold τ , the expansion search terminates and all unscanned locations are pruned. ) and a higher probability to be the solution.
For all locations with exact value of spatial-textual similarity, we define a global spatial-textual upper bound G s ub as follows. 
C. ALGORITHM
The basic expansion search algorithm is introduced in Algorithm 1. The query input includes a graph G(V , E), a set of locations O, a query route q, and a threshold τ , while the query output is the location o ∈ O with the maximum value of spatial-textual similarity Sim ST (o, q). Initially, the scanned location set O s is set to empty, and the global upper bound G r ub of the spatial-textual similarity of refined location candidates is set to 0 (lines 1-2). In the filter phase, we expand the network expansion [13] 
IV. SELECTED EXPANSION SEARCH
The main weakness of the Basic expansion search is that the search space cannot be constrained in a comparable smaller range. Assume locations in the graph and vertices in the query route q are both uniformly distributed. We can select a set of expansion centers from the vertices in q to minimize the search space. According to Equation 9 , when Sim ST (o, q).ub > τ , the expansion terminates. Therefore, the maximum search radius of an expansion is computed as follows.
Here, r 1 and r 2 are the radiuses of two adjacent expansion centers p 1 and p 2 . As the expansion speeds of all expansion centers are the same, we have that r 1 = r 2 = r. Therefore, we have that
2 As the vertices are uniformly distributed, we totally have m expansion centers, so
2 As the locations are uniformly distributed in the graph, a smaller search space means that a smaller number of locations to be refined, and a higher search efficiency. The area of search space can be estimated as follows. Each expansion is a circular range.
The number m of expansion centers which leads the minimum search area can be computed directly. Notice that we get the VOLUME 7, 2019 hint of the expansion center selection method from [25] , and we simplify their approach and reduce the problem to be ''finding the optimal number of expansion centers, because the expansion centers are also uniformly distributed.'' The experimental study shows that our approach can achieve a high efficiency. 12 //refinement phase, which is the same as the Basic
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Expansion Search (see Algorithm 1).
The selected expansion search is detailed in Algorithm 2. Initially, we compute the number m of expansion centers which leads to the minimum area of search space. Then, we assume that the expansion centers are uniformly distributed in q, and we select m expansion centers from vertices in q (lines 2-3). In the filter phase at the server side, we expand the network expansions [13] from all expansion centers at the same speed. When the termination condition is matched, we compute the exact network distances between each o in the scanned region and q, and put o in O s . Then, we sort the items in O s according to the value of d(o, q), from the minimum to the maximum, and return O s to the client side. The refinement phase in the client side is the same as the basic expansion search (see Algorithm 1).
V. EXPERIMENTS A. SETTINGS
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments on real and synthetic spatial data sets to verify the performance of the developed algorithms. Two road networks are adopted: Beijing Road Networks (BRN) and Synthetic Road Networks (SRN), which contains 28,342 vertices, and 6,300 vertices, respectively. In both BRN and SRN, we generate locations randomly, and locations are at the vertices in road networks. For each location, we generate 3 keywords to describe its attributes. Notice that the number of keywords may only affect the query efficiency slightly, because in the filter phase, we assume that the keywords are fully matched and the number of keywords cannot affect the effectiveness of pruning, while in the refinement phase, more keywords may only need a little bit more CUP time for matching keywords.
The basic expansion search algorithm and the selected expansion search algorithm are developed. In the following figures, the basic expansion search algorithm is denoted by ''BES,'' and the selected expansion search algorithm is denoted by ''SES.'' The algorithms are implemented in Java and performed on a Windows 8 platform (Intel Core 2.90GHz Processor and 8GB memory). The main performance metrics were CPU times. For parameter settings, we evaluate the effects of query route length q.length, location density O.d (the number of locations), threshold τ , and domain importance parameter λ on the query efficiency. The parameter settings are detailed in Table 2 . 
B. EFFECT OF QUERY ROUTE LENGTH Q.LENGTH
First of all, we study the effect of query route length q.length on the query performance. Intuitively, a longer query route means a larger search space, and a larger number of locations to be refined. Therefore, both BES and SES are expected to have a higher CPU time when the query route length increases. From Figures 4 and 5 , it is clear that the increasing speed of BES is much faster than that of SES, because SES has a stronger pruning power, which benefits from the expansion center selection methods. We find that SES outperforms BES by at least 80%-100% in term of CPU time. + 1 − λ is less than the threshold τ , the expansions in the spatial domain terminate. The search space is not affected by the number of locations |O|. In the meantime, for a fixed search range, a higher density of locations means a larger number of locations to be refined, and a higher CPU time. Therefore, the CPU time will increase for both BES and SES algorithms (see Figures 6 and 7) . We also find that SES outperforms BES notably. 
D. EFFECT OF THRESHOLD τ
Threshold τ is another very significant parameter that may affect the query performance, which plays an important role in pruning the search space. Intuitively, a larger τ means that a stronger pruning power, a smaller search range, and a higher efficiency (lower CPU time). Refer to Equation 9, a larger τ leads to a smaller search radius r. Form Figures 8 and 9 , the CPU times of both SES and BES decrease when the value of threshold τ increases, and the SES algorithm holds a clear advantage over the BES algorithm.
E. EFFECT OF λ
Finally, we study the effect of λ on the performance of the PPRSTL query. From Equation 9 , considering that λ ∈ [0,1] and τ ∈ [0,1], a larger λ means that a larger value of e −(r 1 +r 2 −d(p 1 ,p 2 ))/2 , and a smaller search radius r. As the density of location is fixed, a smaller search range means that less locations to be refined, and a higher query efficiency. Therefore, for both SES and BES, the CPU time are expected to decrease when the value of λ increases. From Figures 10 and 11 , we see that both BES and SES follow this trend, and SES outperforms BES by around 80% in term of CPU time. 
VI. RELATED WORK A. LOCATION SEARCH AND RECOMMENDATION
Location search and recommendation have been studied for more than two decades. Generally, the spatial distance (Euclidean distance or network distance) is considered as the main influence factor for location search. For example, nearest neighbor query is to find the location that are spatially close to the query location. In Euclidean space, we usually use R-tree to index [14] the search space and adopt tree transversal method to find the nearest neighbor. In road networks, network expansion [13] is a conventional approach to find nearest neighbors. As Dijkstra's expansion always selects the vertex with the minimum distance label for expansion, the first scanned location is just the nearest location to the query location. Then, the nearest neighbor query also be extend to dynamic road networks [26] , knowledge graphs [15] , social networks [33] , and kNN dominant query [29] . The nearest neighbor query is also useful in graph search and matching [34] , [36] , [37] .
We can also use locations, routes, or trajectories to evaluate the value of a location. The aggregate nearest neighbor (ANN) query [17] , [18] , [27] , [31] finds the location with the minimum total travel distance to all query locations, and the collective travel planning query [19] extends ANN and finds the set of meeting points that define the minimum global travel cost. Xie et al. [28] use route to evaluate the value of a location, e.g., if a vertex has failed in the road network, how to find alternative routes except this vertex, and how about the additional travel cost? For trajectories, if a location is the nearest neighbor of k trajectories, we define the influence factor of this location as k, and we want to find the location with the maximum influence factor. Such type of query is called reverse path nearest neighbor query [24] .
Route-based location search method is proposed by Yoo and Shekhar [32] as in-route nearest neighbor query, which finds the location with the minimum network distance to the query route. This problem is further extended as path nearest neighbor query (PNN) [12] (monitoring the path nearest neighbors when object moving along the query route), best detour query [22] (finding the location with the minimum detour distance), and path nearby cluster query [25] (finding the clusters with the minimum distance to the query route). However, none of the existing studies has taken the textual domain into account. Existing approaches cannot address the PPRSTL problem because they cannot support the search in multiple domains. In addition, their search approaches are lack of a mechanism to protect users' privacy.
B. SPATIAL-TEXTUAL SEARCH
Spatial-textual search (e.g., [1] - [4] , [6] , [7] , [10] , [11] , [16] , [30] , [38] , and [39] ) has received many attentions in recent years. In the textual domain, the textual matching can be classified into two categories: boolean matching [5] , [8] , [40] - [42] , and approximation matching [23] , [35] . For the boolean matching, we consider the exact matching between two sets of keywords, e.g., if two sets of keywords are the same, we call that they are fully matched. In this work, we use the boolean matching method. For the approximation matching, we transfer a set of keywords to a vector by using some encoding methods such as TF-IDF, and then we can compute the similarity between two vectors. Besides conventional spatial queries, spatial-textual search can also be used in spatialtextual streaming data publish/subscribe [6] , [9] , [10] , to find the hot topics in some user-specified regions. 
